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Name Change
Background
Alongside the infusion of energies encoded in the original birth name, the Soul also chooses to
experience ‘overlay’ energies. These frequencies will be infused from the name we use in the
world, as well as from the people and structures we interact with. The reality will rearrange
around you in such a way you fulfil this part of the Plan.
Just as the dominant vibration/birth name is understood to be significant in directing the
incarnation, it is also agreed that an overlay may change or focus the direction of the original
vibration in a specific way. This could occur for example through the adoption of a nickname, a
stage name, a conscious decision, a spiritual name bestowed by a teacher/guide or an
inspiration after receiving a Soul Plan Reading.
A Business Name Soul Plan Reading helps to determine the suitability of the energies
contained in a name to the type of business activity as well as the impact of that overlay name
on your own vibration. It will help you determine whether the chosen name supports your own
vibration, exacerbates challenges, negates talents or provides support for challenges. The
same can also be worked out for websites. This process can also be used to help pick the
most appropriate names from a number of choices; or it can be used to refine and adjust
already favoured choices.
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Introduction
Our soul is a fractal point within an extensive and elaborate fractal design, which reproduces
itself within the macro and the minutiae of our existence. Within this 3D realty, we experience
an aspect of our Soul fractal as it is seen through the lens of our existence on Earth.
Everything we do is governed by this soul fractal energy. Even down to the colour or style of
clothing we choose to wear and the food we eat. Even the Ego holds the soul energy patterns.
The soul is literally living itself out through you.
Anytime we seek guidance about our ‘paths’, we are trying to understand how our fractal
energy unfolds or wraps around this segment of reality, so that we can figure out how the
movement of this energy becomes our future direction.
As we increase our vibration and progress through the dimensions our fractal segments
become larger and we incorporate more of our Soul into the moment to moment framework of
our lives. A Soul Plan allows the guidance, that is leading us, to be seen.
In relationship, when two vibrations share the same space, as with music, those vibrations are
modified to produce harmony or discord. Your child, or partner actually takes on an aspect of
your frequency. A part of you is vibrationally taken in by other people. You propagate your
own vibration by being around other people. This of course works both ways.
The soul fractal also contains obstacles and trials for you, which are in fact exercises designed
to assist you to recognise your Soul’s frequency. You have to figure out the challenge, and if
you succeed, you come out holding a valuable treasure of experience, from which you can
determine where your soul is going next. It’s like the gamification of life – accomplish tasks
and move onto the next levels. The Soul does not make mistakes.
If we are lucky, we notice the small chunks of information given at any one time, which reveals
aspects of our path. The point is we are always on the right path, but our ignorance of the Plan
for this reality, causes many of us much anguish and stress. If you don’t know why you do
some of the things you like to do, it’s your Soul Plan. Those things or events that make you
feel “right” or “connected”, are tools or situations to enable you to recognise when you have
attuned your awareness to your Soul’s fractal energy.
Gifts, like a Soul Plan Reading, which decipher the Soul energies that you (your soul) have
encoded into this reality to master, give you some proximity to your own every day guidance.
A Soul Plan Reading enables you to see how your Soul’s energy relates to everything that you
are doing. This helps you find easier alignment to things. Plus, it helps you to understand why
you feel compelled or passionate in many areas of your life.
Why is a Soul Plan Reading useful?
If you can understand the energies that you have incarnated with, this provides you with a
greater sense of self. With a greater sense of self, you pursue those activities which are much
more in tune with your optimal vibration. This is like following your joy, which always results
in you receiving greater amounts of energy. Since the vibration of the activity is more likely to
be in tune, and therefore enhanced, by the frequency of your Soul, rather than being in
discordance or disharmony with your natural frequency. That energy and sense of self, is
literally the spending power in manifestation. When you have access to more of yourself, you
gain a greater propensity to create by means of your own choices. You get to create from your
Soul frequency.
Understanding your Soul Plan enables you to understand how your Soul energy shapes and
effects your future. It also shows you how you effect or are affected by other people – which in
many ways, is how you create your reality. Plus it will provide solutions to bring discordant
energies back into balance.
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Overlay Analysis
Worldly Challenges 11-2
Worldly Talents 3-3

Birth
Name

Worldly Talents 11-2

Worldly Goals 9-9

Worldly Goals 5-5

Spiritual Challenges 17-8

Spiritual Challenges 11-2

Spiritual Talents 10-1

Spiritual Talents 8-8

Spiritual Goals 11-2
Soul Destiny 7-7

Original

Worldly Challenges 10-1

Overlay

Overlay

Spiritual Goals 11-2
Soul Destiny 11-2

Modifications

WC 11-2

WC 10-1

10-1 adds a level of healing and objectivity to help cope with the experience of loss

WC 11-2

WT 11-2

This is called a direct resonator, where the same Talent helps to overcome the Challenges

WT 3-3

WT 11-2

This down-to-earth energy will help make 3-3 creative energies practical and provide the
energy to execute and implement their ideas

WG 9-9

WT 11-2

Provides the structure and force to achieve their Goals

WG 9-9

WG 5-5

Adds an enterprising and pioneering quality to help you explore new avenues to achieve
the Goal of mastering this healing, channeling, protective energy

SC 17-8

SC 11-2

Provides structure and wisdom to enable 17-8 to express their soul teachings

SC 17-8

ST 8-8

This is a partial resonator, which enables you to more easily overcome this challenge with
8-8 grounded, socially adaptable qualities

ST 10-1

ST 8-8

Directs the Service nature of 10-1 to the area of society and or nature

SG 11-2

ST 8-8

11-2 Goal is to use the ability to assimilate systems and understand how things work, to
make a contribution that will leave a lasting and positive effect in the world. 8-8 directs this
energy to society

SG 11-2

SG 11-2

Confirms the Soul really wants to experience this energy

SD 7-7

SD 11-2

11-2 brings the logic to understand social systems, and the mechanisms of you inherent
magnetism
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Overlay Analysis 2
Worldly Challenges 11-2
Worldly Talents 3-3

Birth
Name

Worldly Talents 8-8

Worldly Goals 9-9

Worldly Goals 9-9

Spiritual Challenges 17-8

Spiritual Challenges 9-9

Spiritual Talents 10-1

Spiritual Talents 10-1

Spiritual Goals 11-2
Soul Destiny 7-7

Original

Worldly Challenges 5-5

Overlay

Overlay

Spiritual Goals 7-7
Soul Destiny 12-3

Modifications

WC 11-2

WC 5-5

5-5 liberates some of the the heavier, perception, co dependence and moody aspects of
11-2s in Challenge making them more adventurous and lighter

WC 11-2

WT 8-8

The 8-8 Talent provides a deep insight into the route cause of this challenge to assist in
helping it transform

WT 3-3

WT 8-8

3-3 epitomises creativity, abundance, great depth, communication and performance, 8-8
here has the potential to form a bridge from the Spiritual to the physical enriching these
qualities with a practical spiritual aspect

WG 9-9

WT 8-8

Helps to ground the expansive catalytic quality of the 9-9 energy

WG 9-9

WG 9-9

The Soul really want to experience this energy

SC 17-8

SC 9-9

Provides the self healing that 17-8 in challenge is needing - especially addressing the self
worth issues with a belief in self

SC 17-8

ST 10-1

Provides a healthy level of objectivity and balance to unlock the service aspect of 17-8

ST 10-1

ST 10-1

The Soul really want to experience this energy of being of Service and expanding one’s
spiritual abilities

SG 11-2

ST 10-1

Ensures that the legacy is of service

SG 11-2

SG 7-7

Adds a People Group element to the Goal of leaving an legacy of some inspired work to
uplift consciousness

SD 7-7

SD 12-3

Re-enforces and brings out the mothering, loving and expansive qualities of the people
magnetic energy of the 7-7
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Overlay Analysis 3
Worldly Challenges 11-2
Worldly Talents 3-3

Birth
Name

Worldly Talents 11-2

Worldly Goals 9-9

Worldly Goals 12-3

Spiritual Challenges 17-8

Spiritual Challenges 17-8

Spiritual Talents 10-1

Spiritual Talents 11-2

Spiritual Goals 11-2
Soul Destiny 7-7

Original

Worldly Challenges 17-8

Overlay

Overlay

Spiritual Goals 12-3
Soul Destiny 4-4

Modifications

WC 11-2

WC 17-8

10-1 Could neutralise the tendency to be reclusive and non communicative. It adds a
desire to be of Service, which could balance out the reluctance to engage and heal one’s
mistrustfulness.

WC 11-2

WT 11-2

A direct resonator, where the same Talent helps to overcome the Challenges

WT 3-3

WT 11-2

This down-to-earth energy will help make 3-3 creative energies practical and provide the
energy to execute and implement their ideas

WG 9-9

WT 11-2

Provides the structure and force to achieve the Goal and helps contain this power
expansive catalytic energy

WG 9-9

WG 12-3

2 Catalytic energies accelerating accomplishment of the Goal

SC 17-8

SC 17-8

The Soul really want to experience this energy

SC 17-8

ST 11-2

Provides structure and wisdom to enable 17-8 to express their soul teachings

ST 10-1

ST 11-2

Stablises spiritual and divine energies

SG 11-2

ST 11-2

Another direct resonator, to help achieve the Goal

SG 11-2

SG 12-3

Accelerates accomplishment of the goal

SD 7-7

SD 4-4

Adds the quality of Abundance and a business savviness - perhaps giving you the ability to
monetise situations with people or your mediation abilities
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Personal Name: Birth Name
Business Name: BusName
Spiritual
Goals
11-2

Worldly
Goals
9-9

Potential
Success
20-2

Worldly
Challenges
11-2

Soul Destiny
7-7

Spiritual
Challenges
17-8

Business Name
Analysis
Abilities
8-8

Foundations
4-4

Soul Plan
Spiritual
Talents
10-1

Worldly
Talents
3-3

Foundations
4-4 Energies of Duplication
Having this energy in a business name is potentially auspicious for any business. It is useful for any
business involving money, facts, figures, material objects or more abstract concepts or ideas. Also good
if the business has activities, objects of things that need to be reproduced and shared out, such as
anything in the finance industry, research and/or teaching, IT, publishing or charity work, to name a few.
Very useful if you have a business which duplicates or generates multiple products. I feel also good for
internet businesses.

Abilities
8-8 Earth and Society
These energies are good for any business dealing with a wide remit of people and/or coping with change
between new and old style business models - so perfect for internet businesses that are changing
business paradigms. Also great for any business which needs to 'tune in' and/or see deeply into people
or patterns, such as photography, recruitment, counselling, divination, shamanism, clairvoyance,
marketing or advertising but also useful for 'mainstream' success in general. This energy is also coming
up in eco and earth based businesses and is great for gardening and nature oriented work.

Potential Success
20-2 Movement flow and seeking expansion
These energies are useful for anything to do with exploration, expansion and movement such as those
activities involving travel, movement such as dance or yoga, or studying and exploring new ideas and
concepts and expanding the mind. Also good for spiritual teaching and counselling. You can harness
this energy by incorporating spiritual, mind expanding activities, teachings, experiences, into your
business.

Overview Considerations:
Although the business name does not contain any of your own primary energies. It does,
however, contain 2 of the energies in your Overlay Name; 1 of the energies in your 3rd
Overlay; and 2 of the energies of Second Overlay. So whilst not an extension of your
Soul vibration, it has a resonance to the vibration you have chosen to incorporate in this
phase of your life.
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Personal Name: Birth Name
Potential Business Name: BusName.com.au
Note when we decipher internet names, we actually use ‘dot com dot au’ .

Spiritual
Goals
11-2

Worldly
Goals
9-9

Potential
Success
9-9

Worldly
Challenges
11-2

Soul Destiny
7-7

Spiritual
Challenges
17-8

Business Name
Analysis
Abilities
16-7

Foundations
13-4

Soul Plan
Spiritual
Talents
10-1

Worldly
Talents
3-3

Foundations
13-4 Divine Mother
This vibration is excellent for businesses involved in teaching, counselling, healing and/or any kind of
leadership, spiritual or otherwise. It’s good for anything focused on support, compassion and nurturing,
be it with children, adults, or even animals. Or for bringing these more emotionally intelligent qualities to
any business. Knowing about the existence of the qualities associated with this vibration will enable you
to incorporate these essences and activities into your business practices in an appropriate manner so
you benefit from the proximity and symbiosis of these energies and your own vibration.

Abilities
16-7 Spiritual Energies relating to earth
This energy is really good for anything where leadership abilities are required such as business, acting,
popular entertainment, running a restaurant, charity or project, training and facilitation, PR, counselling,
therapists, any kind of business that involves delegating and/or managing people. This energy will help a
business relate to a wide remit of people and is magnetic in terms of attracting clients to any business.
Can work very well for therapy businesses wishing to work on a large scale.

Potential Success
9-9 Peacemaking, Power and Protection
This energy for anything requiring creativity, organisational skills, self-belief and stability. Especially
good for 'service' oriented businesses focused on helping others, such as healing, the law, conflict
resolution or any business dealing with difficult people or situations. Also good for anything requiring
'channelling', such as song writing. I feel the congruence between this energy and that of your intentions
with this business and your products.

Overview Considerations:
This business name contains one of your own primary energies, which indicates it can be an
extension of you. This is something that one should look for when deciding on a good
business name. I feel there is also a resonance with the type of business you are
creating. FYI, it also contains 1 of the energies in your 2nd Overlay; 1 of the energies in
3rd Overlay; and none of the energies of your Main Overlay.
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Personal Name: Birth Name
Potential Business Name: BusName.com
Spiritual
Goals
11-2

Worldly
Goals
9-9

Potential
Success
8-8

Worldly
Challenges
11-2

Soul Destiny
7-7

Spiritual
Challenges
17-8

Business Name
Analysis
Abilities
11-2

Foundations
7-7

Soul Plan
Spiritual
Talents
10-1

Worldly
Talents
3-3

Foundations
7-7 Integration
This energy are suitable for anything involving networking, teamwork, community work or indeed
bringing people together in any sense. Also an excellent energy for any business that needs to deal with
multiple people such as event organising, group workshops or even mediation or relationship
counselling. Good for law, litigation and brings a dynamic quality to any venture. Use this version of your
business name when running events.

Abilities
11-2 Assimilation, Structure and Harmony
These energies are good for anything related to systems and construction such as building, designing or
expanding, either physically (such as architecture) and/or intellectually (such as maths or computer
systems - resonance to internet businesses.) Also in a spiritual sense such as bringing through or further
developing a healing or philosophical system - remember this as you connect to the essence of why you
do what you do. Also good for any business involved in counselling, writing and/or teaching. Very good
for businesses that synchronise existing concepts and present them in a novel way!

Potential Success
8-8 Earth and Society
This energy is good for any business dealing with a wide remit of people and/or coping with change
between new and old style business models. Great for any business which needs to 'tune in' and/or see
deeply into people or patterns, such as photography, recruitment, counselling, divination, shamanism,
clairvoyance, marketing or advertising but also useful for 'mainstream' success in general. This energy is
very in line with gardening and nature oriented work.

Overview Considerations:
This name contains your challenge energy in its abilities. This will be a good incentive and
help for you to engage with the positive aspects of your initial challenges. In this sense
your business can act as a catalyst in your own personal healing and growth. Also, this
version of the business name contains two of your own primary energies, which
indicates it can be an extension of you. This is a positive sign and something which
indicates this is a good business name for you as one of the Primary founders. Plus
this name also has your Soul Destiny appearing in Foundations. This is auspicious as
this is your core energy coming into the business name.
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Soul Message:
Take some time to relax and then repeat three times or simply contemplate.
Come together as one, open your heart and bring all whom you meet into the temple that has no centre.
Accept them all as a part of you.
Then as you step out into the world, the love and magnetism of your integrated heart will draw all who will
listen. They will unite as fragments of the same Source. United with you and united within their self…

Healing Affirmations:
Memorise and repeat often:
I claim my full power as a physical spiritual being while respecting and benefitting from the wisdom of
others. I am balanced and stable in my own wisdom and power. I share and offer my power in love and
service
I am fully supported and can only succeed for my soul knows only freedom.

Other Resources: Overcoming 17-8 & 11-2 Challenges.
Challenge 17-8s often require various forms of therapy to help overcome years of repression that has
been pushed into their unconscious. Emotional freedom technique (EFT)* can be a good way into
dealing with self-worth issues, anger and other suppressed emotions and trauma. For this reason,
assertiveness training and anger management are often indicated. For gentle encouragement and
coaching to find your voice hypnotherapy can be very helpful, although there is often more chance of
transference (negative or positive due to the strong unconscious influence) so the therapist must be
vigilant to handle this appropriately.
They can get into drugs (prescriptions or recreational) or also other less virulent means of ‘escape’,
which will further detach and cut them off from their body. They then become a slave to the substance
or activity. Although it only affects a minority of 17-8s, drugs particularly are more difficult to deal with
and will often require specialist (e.g. drugs and addiction) counselling.
Some of the most effective therapeutic directions I’ve found for this Challenge are the body-centred*
psychotherapy techniques. Some of these methods also incorporate physical touch and massage to
connect them to the suppressed emotions and help release years of what Wilhelm Reich* called ‘body
armouring’.
If 11-2s are heavily affected by a loss in their life, whether this is a loved one, a relationship or even
something else of great significance, then working with a therapist who specialises in this subject (e.g.
a bereavement or a relationship counsellor) will usually be hugely beneficial in helping them move
through these inevitable life events.
Challenge 11-2s, more so than most, benefit from good old-fashioned counselling to help build their
resilience and acceptance of life changes. Counselling or psychotherapy is also helpful if there is any
codependency* issues and if they have developed addictive patterns it may be helpful for them to join
a self-help group.
The other area where psychological support is important and helpful is for those Challenge 11-2s who
may be experiencing what is now called bipolar disorder. Cord balancing and boundary tapping are
indicated as useful energetic interventions to help break dependent patterns that have an obvious
energetic or psychic component. Once they are in a better space, or as is usually the case where the
Challenge is less extreme, a coaching approach may help them overcome the fear of failure that so
often accompanies this Challenge and its ups and downs.
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BACH FLOWER REMEDY SUGGESTIONS:
Star of Bethlehem for neutralising past traumas, abuse and disempowerment or
releasing cell memory.
Walnut for a sense of protection while engaging in spiritual work.
Holly for anger management.
Mimulus for dispelling fears.
Larch for confidence.
Gentian for dealing with setbacks and life’s knocks.
Hornbeam for overcoming procrastination and being resilient.
Cerato for being dependent on others and learning to trust yourself.
Centaury helps you say ‘no’ to others, and not to be weak-willed and live by the dictates
of others and be a slave to others.
Rescue Remedy for support in dealing with repressed past emotional issues.

REMEMBER USING YOUR TALENTS WILL HELP YOU OVERCOME YOUR CHALLENGES AND REACH YOUR GOALS!

Soul Purpose Summary:
To open your heart and allow the magnetic and unifying vibrations that draws together groups of people
to emanate through you.

The Soul Plan Reading can be derived from the Sound Vibration of your original name. This produces a set of
frequencies, which are placed around the Star of David in various positions. Each position has a special
significance although in a shorter reading we can only focus on a general interpretation.
The downward triangle relates to the physical/ worldly existence - usually predominant in approximately the first
35 years of life. The upward triangle relates to the spiritual aspect of life.
It is usually more easy to access the potential attributes of a worldly talent or once on a spiritual path a spiritual
talent. These talents should be used to help you overcome your challenges and reach your goals. Working with a
spiritual counsellor is also highly recommended to those wishing to align with their Soul Plan and purpose.
The birth name constitutes your dominant vibration. This remains as the major influence throughout your life.
However the name you now use is also of major significance. We call this your overlay name. This contains a
vibration which is layered over the original and can create quite a significant impact. Determining the effect of this
will require a separate reading and different method of interpretation.
In a standard full reading of an hour or more we offer a specific interpretation relevant to each position on the star.
We will also reveal other aspects such as health considerations where relevant. To get the full healing benefit of a
Soul Plan Reading therefore we recommend booking yourself a full one hour session with a Soul Plan
Practitioner.
You may also learn in much more depth about your own Soul Plan and also how to read the Soul Plan for others
by attending the training course at Holistic Healing College. For more details on the Soul Plan Reading
Practitioner training and the Spiritual Counselling Diploma visit www.healingcollege.co.uk.

Practitioner name:

joseph@embodiedsoul.com.au +61 499 619 244
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